UUA Employee Benefits Trust Trustees Meeting
MINUTES

AUGUST 1, 2014

9 A.M. AT P&E

Trustees present: Kathy Burek (Chair), Tim Brennan, Paul Bluestein, Jan Sammons, Larry Ladd,
Tom Loughrey, Barbara Johnson

ATTENDEES

UUA Staff: Jim Sargent, Richard Nugent, Patti Angelina. Andrew Friedman
Consulting actuaries from Milliman: Andrea Sheldon and Bill Thompson

GUEST PRESENTERS

Agenda topics
9:15 AM

MILLIMAN PRESENTATION

ANDREA SHELDON
& BILL THOMPSON

Andrea Sheldon reviewed Plan historical experience from CY2007 on, including the emerging experience for
CY2014, based on the first six months of 2014. CY2014 Jan – June claims are running slightly above
projections. The analysis is made somewhat more complicated by a la rge claim that has an uncertain
prognosis and that will trigger reinsurance reimbursement. Andrea presented a series of rating scenarios
that will be revisited in detail in October.
Andrea then reviewed the underlying trend assumptions and the adjustment s for ACA fees.
Andrea presented Milliman’s analysis of the potential impact of proposed plan design changes:

DISCUSSION
AND RELATED
VOTE

1)

Raise the ER copay from $60 to $100, bring the charge more in line with the majority of plans.
The accompanying analysis of the availability of urgent care centers shows that the ER copay
should have very little impact on members.

2)

Increase the hearing aid benefit from $2,000 to $3,000. Jim Sargent’s accompanying analysis
showed that the benefit has been lightly used since it was introduced, and that the benefit
increase would be adequate reduce the cost barrier for nearly all members.

3)

Eliminate the cap on transgender benefits. Actual use of the benefit, in place since inception,
shows that removing the cap would have minimal impact on claims.

Andrea then discussed the potential impact of Sovaldi and other emerging Hepatitis C treatments.
Bill Thompson discussed the current status of Exchange plans and how the UUA Plan may continue to
compete.
Milliman was directed to continue to review the emerging experience, and to report back in October with
final recommendations, including the introduction of all of the discussed plan changes. Milliman will also
present their analysis and recommendation for the June 30 , 2014 IBNR at the October meeting.
11:15 AM

DISCUSSION
AND RELATED
VOTE

11:30 PM

DISCUSSION

EBT DRAFT BUDGET FOR CY2015

JIM SARGENT

In order for the actuaries to compute 2015 rates, the EBT approves a calendar year budget that combines
the budgets from the 3 rd and 4 th quarters of FY15 with estimates for all projected costs for the first half of
FY16. Jim Sargent presented the draft budget, which was constructed to include all know n ACA fees.
VOTE: M – Tom Loughrey, S – Jan Sammons to accept the proposed EBT CY2015 budget. Approved
unanimously.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS: FY14 YTD, CY14 6-month results and surplus position

JIM SARGENT & TIM
BRENNAN

Jim sargent reviewed the cash flow for the 1 st six months of CY 2014. The trend is toward a modest deficit
for CY 14, with the caveat that reinsurance reimbursements are likely. The single large claim in process
adds $500K to the current experience and will be a definite drag on surplus. This was the emerging claims

experience that Milliman incorporated into their initial rate project ions for 2015. Tim Brennan reviewed the
FY14 financials through June 30, as prepared for the initial work of the EBT auditors and still subject to
adjustments. Audit field work is scheduled to begin on September 15.

11:45 AM

APPROVAL OF MAY 9, 2014 MINUTES AND OTHER BUSINESS
VOTE: M – Paul Bluestein, S – Jan Sammons, to accept the minutes of May 9 2014.
Approved unanimously.

DISCUSSION

VOTE: M – Kathy Burek, S – Paul Bluestein, to approve a letter of thanks and
commendation to Dan Brody for his service to the EBT. Approved unanimously.
The Board confirmed that the October meetin would be on Saturday, Oct 4, at 9 AM,
at 24 Farnsworth Street.
Meeting adjourned at 12:00 PM.

KATHY BUREK

